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<INSERT SCHOOL/ORG NAME> is excited

to announce that it has joined the Step

Up. Step In. campaign to stop sexual

bullying! Check out GASUSI.org to learn a

little more about this movement and find

some tools to step up, step in and stop

sexual bullying!

We have joined #StepUpStepIn to stop

sexual bullying! Check out GASUSI.org or

some tools you can use to step up &

step in!

We have the Step Up. Step In. campaign

to end sexual bullying in our school! For

more info., head over to GASUSI.org and

learn some ways you can be empowered

to prevent sexual bullying from affecting

you or a classmate!

We have stepped up to stop sexual

#bullying. Visit GASUSI.org for more

information!
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Did you know that spreading demeaning rumors

about a classmate or group of classmates is one

form of sexual bullying? Check out GASUSI.org for

more info.

Spreading demeaning rumors is just one form of

sexual bullying. Check out GASUSI.org to learn

more and stop the #bullying

Sexual bullying can happen in person or online,

sometimes without the victim even knowing. Join us

in the GASUSI.org campaign to end sexual bullying!

Sexual #bullying can happen in person or online.

Sometimes the victim doesn’t even know! Join

@schoolxx and #StepUpStepIn to stop it!

Sexual bullying can happen in person or online,

sometimes without the victim even knowing. Join us

in the GASUSI.org campaign to end sexual bullying!

Sexual #bullying occurs on a nearly daily basis in #GA

schools. #StepUpStepIn and stop it! Visit GASUSI.org

for more info

Did you know that more than 40% of middle

schoolers in Georgia have been bullied on school

property? Visit GASUSI.org for more info on what you

can do to stop it.

Did you know that 41% of #middleschool students in

GA have been bullied on school property? Visit

GASUSI.org for more info on #bullying

Bystander intervention can play a huge part in

preventing sexual bullying in school. Check out

GASUSI.org to learn more about how you can help!

Bystander intervention is crucial in eliminating sexual

bullying in #GAschools Visit GASUSI.org to learn more

Bystander intervention can play a huge part in

preventing sexual bullying in school. Check out

GASUSI.org to learn more about how you can help!

Bystander intervention is crucial in eliminating sexual

bullying in #GAschools Visit GASUSI.org to learn more

Contrary to popular belief, sexual bullying IS a

serious issue affecting our school. Head over to

GASUSI.org for some tips about how you can join the

campaign to stop it!

Contrary to #popularbelief , sexual #bullying IS a

serious issue. Head over to GASUSI.org for some

tips #StepUpStepIn and stop it!

Did you know that more than 12% of GA high school

students were physically and intentionally hurt by

someone they were dating? School has decided to

Step Up. Step In. and stop sexual bullying! Visit

GASUSI.org to learn more.

Did you know that >12% of #GA #highschool

students were physically hurt by someone they

dated? Stop sexual #bullying and visit GASUSI.org

Digital sexual bullying can be tough to detect. Head

over to GASUSI.org to learn some ways to monitor for

bullying in the digital age!

Digital sexual bullying can be tough to detect.

Head over to GASUSI.org to learn some ways to

monitor for bullying in the #digitalage


